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J. De Telmont Heritage Collection
A taste of 100% Pinot Meunier made by Rene Collard, Godfather of Pinot Meunier
If you are a fan of Dom Perignon's Plenitude and Oenotheque series, J. de Telmont's Heritage Collection is a great value
alternative of the former. And - surprise - the Champagne House did NOT make these champagnes themselves.
Instead - the Heritage Collection is, literally, a wine collection acquired by the Lhopital family, who own and run J. De
Telmont since 1912. Way back in late 80s or early 90s, J. de Telmont took over a good handful of undisgorged
champagne from Rene Collard - the Godfather of Pinot Meunier - when Collard gave up his winery. These Collard bottles
contain rare vintage expressions going all the way back to 1969, and as expected are all 100% Pinot Meunier.
The Lhopital family kept these bottles well, giving them additional 20 years of further bottle ageing on lees, before
disgorging them in 2014-5. These hidden gems are now gradually released - fans of rare and unique champagnes, these
are not to be missed as these are historic bottles, with each additional bottle drunk, there will then be one less on this
planet!

Ex chateau from the house of J. De Telmont

J. de Telmont Héritage Brut 1969

Deep gold colour, and a good long lasting
mousse with very small bubbles. The initial
nose reveals aromas of plums and eau-de-vie
fruits, then developing into chocolate notes.
The mouth has moka and chocolate notes with
a hint of dried fruits such as hazelnut and
walnut. Good length, rich and fresh.

HK$ 2,680

Buy Now

J. de Telmont Héritage Brut 1975

The mousse is good and persistent, the colour
deep gold. The nose has notes of stewed fruits,
quince and cooked raspberries. In the mouth,
aromas of cooked fruits return with honey
notes. Extraordinary long and fresh finish.

HK$ 2,230

Buy Now

J. de Telmont Héritage Brut 1976

Deep gold, almost honey-coloured. Mousse fine
and tenacious. The nose reveals fig, dried
fruits, even ripe wheat aromas. The mouth is
rich and generous with a hint of gingerbread
notes. Round and long finish, wine wellbalanced.

HK$ 2,000

Buy Now

J. de Telmont Héritage Brut 1985

Nice gold colour, nice long lasting mousse with
fine bubbles. The nose reveals floral aromas
with red fruits notes (raspberry, cherry) even
syrupy notes, almost honey. The mouth has
notes of cooked fruits and dry fig, slightly
smoked. Generous, rich and round finish.

HK$ 1,800

Buy Now

J. de Telmont Héritage Brut 1986

Intense golden colour. The smell is straight and
intense, with some spicy aromas of white
pepper and liquorice. In mouth, are found dried
fruits aromas (apple, quince). Lemon aromas
and freshness at the end.

HK$ 1,830

Buy Now

J. de Telmont Héritage Brut Rose 1985

Pink colour almost salmon. The nose reveals strong
candied fruit aromas and notes of raspberry liquor.
In mouth, there are honey and spicy notes
(gingerbread) turning into moka aromas. Elegant
wine with a great freshness.

HK$ 1,980

Buy Now

A taste of J. De Telmont by Telmont?
As much as we are thankful towards the Lhopital family of Telmont for sharing these stunning back vintage hidden gems,
let's indulge ourselves equally with the quality production from J. de Telmont. Consistently the top 20 most important
Champagne Houses in France, Telmont is a staunch believer in biodynamism. Now run by its fourth generation, Telmont
continues the spirit of its visionary founder Henry Llophital - to be both a great vine grower and a respectable
champagne maker.

J. de Telmont Cuvee Grand
Couronnement Blanc de Blancs
Millesime 2002
Made exclusively from Chardonnay grapes in
the superb year 2002, this exceptional cuvee
was obtained from the best Côte des Blancs
Grands Crus Villages. This cuvee aged a
minimum of 10 years in the cellars... This is the
"Grand Couronnement"!
To be enjoyed as an aperitif and during a
special meal and romantic interludes.

HK$ 560

Buy Now

All are in 750ml unless otherwise specified. Free delivery for order > HK$3,000. Order subject to final confirmation and

while stock last. Please feel free to contact us anytime if you need any wine service and investment advice.

Self pickup available at WineWorld Retail Showroom
1/F, Le Pinacle, Block 3, Connaught Garden, 155 Connaught Road West, Western District (5 minutes walk from Sai Yin
Pun MTR station Exit B3).
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